GLOSSARY
Note. Where a pun or quibble is intended, the meanings are
distinguished as (<z) and (b)
abused, deceived; 3. 5, 79
addressed,   equipped,  prepared}
. s-t-'ft   .,
adventure, accident, chance; 2,
4. 44
allottery, assignment of a share
(N.E.D. quotes no- other in-
stance); 1.1. 68
amaze, confuse, bewilder; I, 2«
IQ2
anatomize, lit dissect (surg.), lay
open minutely, expose; i. it
1465 2. 7. 56
aspect, (a) glance, (I) the favour-
able or unfavourable influence of
a planet according to the old
astrologers; 4. 3..53
atomies, motes, specks of dust in
a sunbeam; 3. 2. 230; 3. 5.13
atone, unite, come into unity or
concord; 5* 4* 107
back-friend, a pretended or false
friend; here used of a person
who comes upon one from bet ind
(for the same jest see Err. 4. 2.
37)53^.159      .
bandy (in faction), give and
take recriminations; 5. i. 57
banquet, a light repast of fruit
and wine, often served as dessert
after supper; 2. 5. 60
jarbary cock-pigeon, *a fancy
variety of pigeon, of black or
dun colour originally introduced
from Barbary' (N.E.D, 'barb' 2);
4. i. 145
astinado, a beating or cudgelling,
esp, upon the sole* of the feet;
5- *• S<$
 batler, a kind of wooden club for
'battling* (v. N.E.D,) or beating
clothes during the process of
washing; 2. 4. 48
beggarly, like a beggar; 2, 5.2.7
bestow oneself, to acquit oneself,
bear oneself (cf. Two Gent. 3. i.
87)54,3.86
bill, advertisement, proclamation
(cf. Ado, i.1. 36)51. 2.114
blue eye, i.e. with dark circles
round the eye as from sleepless-
ness or weeping; 3.2. 365
bob, lit, (i) trick, deception, (ii)
sharp rap or blow with the fist;
and so, by combining the two
meanings, 'taunt, bitter jest,
jibe' (N.E.D.); 2. 7. 55
bonny. N.E.D. states ''it appears
to have often had the sense: Of
fine size, big (as a good quality),*
and quotes Hooker 'bonny and
strong enough unto any labours*;
2.3.8
bottom, dell, valley; 4.3.78
bounds (of feed), ''limits within
which he had the rights of
pasturage* (Aldis Wright). Pre-
sumably these rights were in
respect of the common land; 2.
4. 805 3. 5.107
Bow, a yoke for oxen; 3. 3. 75
breathed, exercised; 'well breath-
ed* =put into good wind; i. 2.
207
breather, living being, creature
(cf. Son. 81.125 Ant. 3.3,24);
3. 2. 277
buckle in, encompass, limit; 3.2,
'3*

